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OPEN DOORS PROGRAMME: 
BRINGING SCIENTISTS INTO 
SCIENCE DIPLOMACY

WHICH SKILLS ARE NECESSARY TO 
BECOME A GOOD SCIENCE DIPLOMAT?
During the training, Open Doors grantees iden-
tified ten skills that they felt a science diplomat 
should have, regardless of his/her scientific or 
diplomatic background.

IN MID-OCTOBER 2018, THE S4D4C PROJECT LAUNCHED ITS 
‘OPEN DOORS PROGRAMME’ IN ORDER TO TRAIN HIGHLY MO-
TIVATED SCIENTISTS IN SCIENCE DIPLOMACY (SD). THIS COM-
PETITIVE SCHEME GAVE FIVE GRANTEES THE OPPORTUNITY TO 
ENGAGE WITH DIFFERENT DIPLOMACY STAKEHOLDERS ACROSS 
EUROPE AND GAIN HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 
Spread the word! What is SD? 
Why should scientists engage?

In person and online 
training opportunities are needed!

Add value to SD activities: 
extra points in evaluation proposals!

Institutional visibility: 
involve universities and research centers!

Increase SD job opportunities!

Foster science-diplomat networking opportunities!

“Let’s move from theory to practice 
 and involve researchers in science diplomacy!”

LONDON

 MADRID

12th - 14th December 2018

S4D4C’s 1st Networking Meeting
      “EU SciDip beyond 2020”



BRUSSELS

27th - 28th February 2019

EL-CSID’s Final Conference

Meeting with Spanish Scientific Institutions
Visit to Spanish Embassy



 BONN

BERLIN

10th October 2019

S4D4C’s 2nd Networking Meeting
“Towards an European SciDip Roadmap”

10th - 12th April 2019

Collaborative and vision exchange meetings with:
 German Research and Funding Institutions
 Ministry of Education and Research representatives
Visit to European Space Agency

30th - 31st January 2019

Parliament for researchers

Visit to Spanish Embassy

Science and Technology are crucial tools in tackling humanity’s grand challenges.  
Addressing these challenges requires the coordinated efforts of researchers, 
diplomats and policy makers. However, communication between these parties 
is not usually straightforward and training opportunities are needed. S4D4C’s 
Open Doors Programme aims to provide scientists with tools to become science  
diplomats.

Between December 2018 to October 2019, grantees Marta Božina Beroš (EU institu-
tions and policies researcher), Antonethe Castaneda (political sciences and energy 
researcher), Alexandra Middleton (sustainable business in the Arctic researcher), 
Marta Pulido-Salgado (biology of neurodegenerative diseases researcher) and David 
Velázquez (polar research and microbiology researcher) took part in a ‘learning by 
doing’ training programme in science diplomacy across Europe.

Meetings held by the S4D4C and the EL-CSID projects gave significant insights 
on EU cultural and science diplomacy as well as networking opportunities with 
high-level, renowned experts. 

Visits to the Spanish embassies in London and Brussels allowed grantees to get to 
know first-hand the daily routine of a diplomatic mission. Furthermore, attendance 
at the UK’s Parliamentary workshop provided the scientists with key tools to help 
identify the impact research has on society and how to effectively communicate 
it to policy makers. 

In Bonn, a visit to the European Space Agency enriched this experience. Here, 
grantees enjoyed learning about science diplomacy as a powerful tool to unlock 
international collaboration even in times of turmoil. 

Take-home message: Science diplomacy is a core part of our democracy. No single  
country, nor region, can solve global challenges alone. Science diplomacy can 
help to build new collaborations in order to help scientists, diplomats and policy- 
makers to work together. But there is still a long way to go!

AUTHORS: MARTA PULIDO-SALGADO (OPEN UNIVERSITY OF CATALONIA), ALEXANDRA MIDDLETON 
(UNIVERSITY OF OULU), DAVID VELÁZQUEZ (ALFRED WEGENER INSTITUTE FOR POLAR AND MARINE RESEARCH), 
ANTONETHE CASTANEDA (UNESCO CON-E-ECT), MARTA BOŽINA BEROŠ (JURAJ DOBRILA UNIVERSITY OF PULA)
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